Learning Form Disaster: Miyakejima and New Orleans

April 28 – May 3, 2008
New Orleans

Participants
Yasushi Aoyama  Professor, Graduate School of Governance Studies, Meiji University and former Vice Governor of Tokyo
Hiroshi Amemiya  Founder and CEO, Corporate Citizenship Japan Limited.
Sukeyasu Hirano  Mayor, Miyake Village
Juzo Inose  Managing Director, Tokyo Consumer’s Co-Operative Union
Kouichiro Sakaue  Director, Miyakejima Volunteer Center
Kazuyuki Sasaki  Research Fellow, Research Center for Crisis and Contingency Management, Meiji University
Yasuo Uehara  Director General, Tokyo Volunteer Network for Disaster Relief

Observers
Isamu Haibara  Organization Manager, Tokyo Consumer’s Co-operative Union and Co-op Volunteer Network For Disaster
Kouichi Sato  Managing Director, Consumer’s Co-operative (TOKYO MY CO-OP)
Masanobu Narikiyo  Member, Tokyo Volunteer Network for Disaster Relief and former director, Furusato-no-kai
Nobuaki Fukuda  Staff, Tokyo Volunteer Network for Disaster Relief
Kazuki Yamane  Director, International Division, Tokyo YMCA
Futoshi Yoshida  Administrative Lawyer and Member, Omiya and Saitama City Council (1993-2007); volunteer during Kobe Earthquake

Japan Society
Betty Borden  Deputy Director, Policy Projects
Ruri Kawashima  Tokyo Representative
April 15-20, 2009
Tokyo, Japan

Participants

Edward Blakely  Executive Director, Office of Recovery and Development Administration, City of New Orleans

Shawn Escoffery  Deputy Director, New Orleans Neighborhood Development Collaborative

Rosanne Haggerty  Founder and CEO, Common Ground Community

Martha J. Kegel  Executive Director, UNITY

Richard McCarthy  Founder and Executive Director, marketumbella.org

Vien The Nguyen  Pastor, Mary Queen of Vietnam Catholic Church

M. von Nkosi  Loaned Executive, Office of Recovery and Development Administration, City of New Orleans

Kathy Riedlinger  CEO, Lusher Charter School

Observers

Roland Anglin  Director, Initiative for Regional and Community Transformation, Rutgers University

Flozell Daniels, Jr.  President and CEO, Louisiana Disaster Recovery Foundation

Patricia Jones  Executive Director, Lower 9th Ward Neighborhood Empowerment Network Association

Saundra Reed  Chairman, Board of Directors, Central City Renaissance Alliance

Kysha Brown Robinson  Executive Director, Central City Renaissance Alliance

Denese Shervington  President and CEO, Institute of Women and Ethnic Studies

Linda Usdin  Founder, swamp lily, llc

Co-Organizers

Yasushi Aoyama  Professor, Meiji University Graduate School of Governance Studies

Betty Borden  Director, Policy Projects, Japan Society

Ruri Kawashima  Tokyo Representative, Japan Society

Kazuyuki Sasaki  Research Fellow, Research Center for Crisis and Contingency Management, Meiji University